
Q1 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 1]
and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q2 Please provide any comments on [standard 1] and the proposed commentary.

The CFA Institute Code and Standards contain comparable elements addressing conduct towards clients. Standard III(B) Fair 
Dealing shares the requirement to provide fair and objective services to clients. The associated guidance identifies that advice and 
services can be provided at different levels without being unfair to the various range of clients.

The current proposed does not provide a definition of “fair.” Without clarity, there may be the perception that all clients must be 
treated the same. However, clients have different facts and circumstances that may warrant different advice. 

To add clarity, we recommend noting that differing advice is permitted as long as the services do not disadvantage other clients. 

Standard III(A) Loyalty, Prudence, and Care shares the requirement to act in the interest of clients. However, our Standard also 
touches on concepts of loyalty and care that are vitally important in investment management relationships.  The relationship 
between investment management professional and client often goes beyond point-in-time transactions. This concepts aid in the trust
building that occurs between both parties to these longer-term engagements.

In addition, we note that the standard requires that a financial adviser act in their client’s interests.  It is notable that advisers are not 
required to act in their client’s “best interests” or at least be required to “place their clients’ interests before their employer’s or their 
own interests.”  Given that in many circumstances, financial advisers will owe fiduciary duties towards their clients, which will require 
them to act in their client’s “best interests” and “place their clients’ interests before their employer’s or their own interests” (see eg P. 
Hanrahan (2013) “The relationship between equitable and statutory ‘best interests’ obligations in financial services law” 7 Journal of 
Equity 46-73), we think further clarity on this standard is needed.  Further clarity here would also support compliance with s431J of 
the FMC Act.

We recommend adding commentary around these concepts. The general statement to apply industry practices leave clients looking 
to the Code at a disadvantage, as they may likely be unaware of those practices. While these topics may be parts of other 
legislation or regulations and many be beyond the scope of other financial products covered, a minimal Code should include 
reference to all items of material importance.

Q3 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard
2] and proposed commentary?

Agree
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Q4 Please provide any comments on [standard 2] and the proposed commentary.

Integrity represents a foundational concept for effective client engagements both in the proposed Code and the CFA Institute Code 
and Standards. 

We do have several areas of consideration for this proposed Standard. 

We recommend making this Standard #1. Subsequent Standards rely upon the integrity of the advice provider. Thus, this should be 
front and centre in the Code.
Further, we recommend adding the requirement to follow applicable laws to this Standard: 
A person who gives financial advice must always act with integrity and in accordance with applicable laws.

This concept is currently only discussed in the commentary to the current Standard #1. We believe this deserves additional 
prominence as an actual part of a Standard. Our Code and Standards clearly address this requirement through Standard I(A) 
Knowledge of the Law. Thought the commentary, the proposed Code and identify and explain the potential scope of the laws and 
regulations applicable for the various types of financial products covered. This will assist clients in understanding that more should 
be expected of the providers of advice than the basic elements covered in the proposed Code. 

We suggest that the first line of the commentary be amended to read -  “A person who acts with integrity is open and honest and 
consistently does the right thing” – to emphasise the importance of full disclosure in the client/adviser relationship.

We understand the value of the principle-based approach taken in the development of the proposed Code as it allows for application
across many service providers. However, some commentary includes terms or phrases that may not aid in implementation. Terms 
such as “spirit and intent” are open to interpretation, which may lead to variances in implementation by advice providers. Finally, we 
recommend either clarifying or removing discussions around the “spirit and intent” of the laws in the commentary.

Q5 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 3]
and proposed commentary?

Disagree
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Q6 Please provide any comments on [standard 3] and the proposed commentary.

Standard 3 as proposed appears to place the importance on “arrangements” and not on taking actions to avoid or disclose the 
conflict. We recommend the following changes:

A person who gives financial advice must have arrangements in place to manage conflicts of interests, including arrangements to: 
where practicable, avoid conflicts of interests; 
identify unavoidable conflicts of interests; 
adequately disclose unavoidable conflicts of interests to clients; and 
ensure that conflicts of interests are controlled in accordance with the requirements of the FMC Act. 

This approach should clarify the obligation on the individual, so that clients can understand. The vague term of “arrangements” 
could lead to confusion as to what action if any is required of the individual. Additionally, policies and procedures are typically 
developed at a firm level and not by the individual. Providing individuals with this level of flexibility will minimise consistency of 
conflict management practices.  

As is done in Standard 7 in relation to “complaint”, it may be helpful to provide a definition of “conflict of interest”, in addition to 
providing further examples.  Two widely used definitions are: “A conflict of interest occurs when two different interests overlap.” and 
"A conflict of interest is a set of circumstances that creates a risk that professional judgement or actions regarding a primary interest 
will be unduly influenced by a secondary interest."

In addition, best practice corporate governance for both private and public entities would require mechanisms to identify and 
address not only actual conflicts but also potential conflicts of interest and we see no reason why this threshold should not also 
apply here.

We also consider that the appropriate order to address conflicts is: identify – disclose – manage (see Institute of Directors Conflicts 
of Interest Practice Guide p3.

CFA Institute Standard VI(A) Disclosure of Conflicts aligns with this proposed Standard to ensure clients are informed of actual and 
potential conflicts of interest. When applied with Standard I(B) Independence and Objectivity, it strengthens the commitment of our 
members to avoiding conflicts that could lead to non-objective investment advice

We further recommend that commentary be added to highlight areas that often create conflicts associated with giving financial 
advice. Some examples in the investment management industry include investing in shares being recommended or serving on the 
boards of public companies. Financial incentives for the advice provider, such as sales contests and quotas also create potential 
conflicts of interests. Though providing common examples, clients are better informed to ask questions. This may also lead to the 
industry moving away from practices that conflict with the interest of the client. 

The current guidance points out the direct relationship between this Standard and an applicable part of regulation. This limited 
commentary is insufficient to inform advice providers or clients as to what conduct is expected. We address this concern further in 
our response to Question #26 below.

Q7 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 4]
and proposed commentary?

Agree
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Q8 Please provide any comments on [standard 4] and the proposed commentary.

We support the notion that full and fair disclosures are key elements of the investment decision making process. This Standard and 
commentary align with our Standard V(B) Communications with Clients and Prospective Clients. Both present clients with relevant 
information needed to make decisions.

When making recommendations, it may be difficult for clients to distinguish between what is an opinion of the advice provider and 
what are actual facts. To meet the requirements outlined, clients should have clarity on all information being presented. We 
recommend the inclusion of the requirement to clarify between facts and opinions included in any advice.

The example provided includes the statement, “The nature and scope of the financial advice given by Beth excludes a comparison 
between the existing and the new policy.” When an investment management professional provides a recommendation to a client to 
switch between similar investment funds, such a comparison would be necessary. Without making this comparison, the investment 
management professional may be seen as encouraging trading for their personal benefit. 

We recommend that any examples used not create conflicts related to the providing of other financial products. This one should be 
updated or removed.  

In relation to the examples in general, we recommend that it is made clearer that each example is an example of compliance with 
the standard.

Q9 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard
5] and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q10 Please provide any comments on [standard 5] and the proposed commentary.

We support the requirement that a suitability review be completed before any advice is provided to the client. This requirement 
aligns with several of our Standards including Standard III(A) Loyalty, Prudence, and Care; Standard III(C) Suitability; and Standard 
V(A) Diligence and Reasonable Basis.

Q11 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 6]
and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q12 Please provide any comments on [standard 6] and the proposed commentary.

We support the requirement to maintain the confidentiality of client information. This aligns with our Standard III(E) Preservation of 
Confidentiality.

There is one area where our requirements differ related to potential illegal activities of the client. The current proposed Standard 
only permits disclosure when it is required by law or the client agrees. This may place a duty to remain silent on the advice provider 
if there is not a specific law or regulation requiring the reporting of suspected illegal activities.  We recommend that disclosures 
permitted under current laws and regulations serve as a basis for sharing information with appropriate parties.
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Q13 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 7]
and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q14 Please provide any comments on [standard 7] and the proposed commentary.

CFA Institute maintains a Professional Conduct program to ensure members and candidates abide by the Code and Standards. A 
robust enforcement practice relies upon an effective compliant process and independent investigation. While we support the concept
in the Code to require a robust compliant process, we have no comments on the specifics of the proposed Standard.

Q15 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 8]
and proposed commentary?

Neither agree nor
disagree

Q16 Please provide any comments on [standard 8] and the proposed commentary.

This proposed Standard has two different and distinct elements. The first to promote confident and informed participation could be 
seen as restatements of aspects of other Standards. This could lead one to question if the inclusion is necessary. 

The second and the aspect that appears to define the proposed Standard relates to protecting the industry. This alone could be 
seen as the opposite of the proposed Standard 2 to Act with Integrity. The commentary provided does highlight what would be 
required but focuses on actions that would not be prevented by the proposed Standard.

Our Standard I(D) Misconduct appears to approach this concept in a slightly different manner. Our focus is on actions that reflect 
poorly on the individual, without a directly link to the industry as a whole. This allows both the advice provider and client to have a 
better understanding of actions to be avoided.

We recommend the reconsideration of the intended scope of the Standard, with the impact focus moving to the individual from the 
broader industry.

Q17 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard 9]
and proposed commentary?

Neither agree nor
disagree
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Q18 Please provide any comments on [standard 9] and the proposed commentary.

We agree that this standard aligns with the requirements of the FMC Act.

CFA Institute advocates that minimum standards of competency need to be raised for financial advisers.  

We also believe that the level of minimum standards of competency set has to be appropriate for the situation of the New Zealand 
financial planning and investment advice industry.  

In the Code, the minimum standards of particular competence, knowledge, and skill are the general qualification outcomes of the 
New Zealand Certificate in Financial Services (Level 5) approved by the NZQA in September 2014 for both individuals and the 
nominated representatives.  We note regulators in other countries set different minimum standard for financial advisers.  For 
example, in Australia, the Financial Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority proposed the minimum level of education qualification 
requirement for financial advisers at Australian Qualification Framework 7 or above (equivalent to NZQF Level 7). 

We would suggest the Code Committee to raise the minimum level of standards for individuals and nominated representatives in the
future.  In the meantime we recommend that the Code Committee consider recognising the CFA charter as one of the approved 
professional qualifications.

Our support for this proposal is based on the requirement for charterholders to already hold a Bachelor’s degree, to have a minimum
of four years of work experience, to have studied the depth and breadth of the three-year CFA curriculum, and to be signatories to 
the ongoing CFA Code of Ethics and CPD requirements.

Q19 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard
10] and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q20 Please provide any comments on [standard 10] and the proposed comentary.

We fully support the Code Committee’s view that a well-defined and robust continuing professional education program is necessary 
for financial advisers. Combined with a suitable minimum standard of general competence, knowledge, and skill, and a strong 
ethical philosophy, continuing professional education program is a key to a financial adviser’s professional development.

To provide ongoing investor protection and to increase the trust between financial advisers, clients and the larger investment 
community, the education and training of advisers should continue after they become qualified for their job. Products, technology 
and clients’ needs change continually and it is an adviser’s job to understand these dynamics. A well-structured CPD program 
ensures advisers’ qualifications remain up to date, increasing their technical knowledge and professional development.

Q21 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard
11] and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q22 Please provide any comments on [standard 11] and the proposed commentary.

Please refer to our response to Question 18.
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Q23 Overall, do you agree or disagree with [standard
12] and proposed commentary?

Agree

Q24 Please provide any comments on [standard 12] and the proposed commentary.

Please refer to our response to Question 18.

Q25 Is there anything missing from the draft Code? Yes

Q26 If you answered yes, what is missing?

A general challenge faced with the proposed Code is that it is intended to be used in conjunction with other existing regulation. This 
bifurcation of the ethical and professional requirements of the individuals providing advice requires them to read, review and 
understand a multitude of regulations. This is clearly pointed out at the beginning of Part 2. Further, clients of the providers will also 
not have a single place to view the baseline expectations of those hired to provide financial advice.

Part 2 of the proposed Code focuses on Competence, Knowledge, and Skill that is needed for someone to give advice on financial 
products to clients. However, the requirement that the same individual actually engage with clients using care, diligence and skill 
comes from s431k of the FMC Act. By not having this requirement in the proposed Code, the clarity around what is expected of 
someone giving advice to retail clients is hindered.

The CFA Institute Code and Standards establishes similar baseline expectations for our members, candidates, and other 
professionals in the investment management industry. Many of the Standards were previously referenced. Others, such as 
Standard I(C) Misrepresentation may add value as further additions to the proposed Code. Other will also likely align with aspects of 
the yet to be finalised Licensing and Disclosure updates of the new regulatory regime. 

We recommend a summary of the requirements included in related laws and regulations be included directly in the proposed Code. 
A reference can be provided to the full regulations, but the final Code should contain all elements related to serving clients in an 
ethical and professional manner. This will aid clients in understanding what can be expected when they engage the services of an 
advice provider.

Q27 Do you have any feedback on the examples, or suggestions on other examples that should be included in
the draft Code?

The Commission should consider if the few examples provided create the clarity intended. We previously noted an issue with the 
example provide for proposed Standard 4. This example also highlights the need to embrace the proposed Code as a cohesive unit 
of requirements and not isolated steps or considerations. This example makes no mention of needing to determine if the 
recommendation to change is in the best interest of the client. 

The example demonstrated that the expectation of Standard 4 were satisfied through the disclosures made about potential changes 
in coverage and new issuance requirements. A reader of this example would be left to their own interpretation if the advice giver 
actually met the requirements of Standard 1 “Treat clients fairly and in their interests” or Standard 5 “Give financial advice that is 
suitable for the client”.

Given the limited number presented against the diverse range of financial products covered by the Code, we recommend that the 
sufficient examples be provided to address the breadth of the finance industry. Absent the development of sufficiently robust and 
diverse examples, all examples should be removed from the commentary.
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Q28 Is there anything else you want to say?

The responses from CFA Institute and CFA Society New Zealand reflect activities of the investment management industry, whereas 
the proposed Code is intended to cover advice on a broader set of financial products. Given the different practices related to 
providing these products, the baseline expectations for some products may surpass the minimum requirement of others. We 
recommend that the highest minimum requirement is reflected in the final Code.

Q29 Name

CFA Institute and CFA Society New Zealand

Q30 Your role or professional title

NA

Q31 Individual or organisational submission This is a submission on behalf of an organisation (eg
employer)

Q32 If you give financial advice... I am not an AFA, RFA or QFE
adviser

Q33 My organisation or I give the following types of
advice...

Other (please
specify):

As an organization, neither group provides financial
advice. Individual members are active in the investment
management industry and do provide advice services.

Q34 Organisation Name

The responses reflect the thoughts and opinions of CFA Institute and CFA Society New Zealand on behalf of our members.

Q35 Type of organisation Other (please
specify):

Both the CFA Institute and CFA Society New Zealand are
Not-for-Profit member associations.

Q36 Size of organisation Large firm (50+
staff)

Q37 If there are other things we should know about you or your business that would provide context to your
answers, please provide details below.

NA
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Q38 Please indicate whether your submission contains any information that is confidential or whether you do not
wish your name or any other personal information to be included in a summary of submissions.

No information is considered confidential.

Q39 Please provide your contact details (email and/or phone number)This is the only question that requires an
answer. This information would not be released publicly. We may get in touch with you in order to help us
understand particular points from your submission.
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